
Raja Ampat
- INDONESIA -

Raja Ampat, which translates 
to “Four Kings” in Indonesian. With their sublime 

scenery of steep, jungle-covered islands, scorching white-sand beaches, hidden lagoons, 
spooky caves, weird mushroom-shaped islets and pellucid turquoise waters, Raja Ampat is 
undoubtely one of the most beautiful island chains in Southeast Asia. The region is home to 
over 1500 species of fish ranging from tiny gobies to magnificent manta rays and is known to 
be the marine area with the highest recorded diversity of fish and invertebrate species 
in the world! 

During this expedition we will explore both the northern and the remote southern Raja Ampat 
offering you a stunning variety of dives, wildlife and especially the chance to dive world famous 
manta sites such as Blue Magic, Manta Sandy and Magic Mountain, the latest being a special site 
where you will have the unique chance of seeing both species of manta rays at once - the 
giant oceanic manta, Mobula birostris, that grows up to 7m wide in wingspan, and the smaller 
reef manta, Mobula alfredi. You might also see both colour variations of manta here, the chevron 
and the black morph. 

On this trip, you will enjoy the incredible variety of dives and marine life that Raja Ampat has to 
offer. From the famous muck diving of Batanta Island, to the dramatic and colorful scenery 
of Misool Islands, to the drift and “big fish” diving of Mansuar Island & Dampier Strait.

Raja Ampat is particularly famous for its untouched reefs festooned with wildly colourful 
soft corals, hard coral gardens, massive gorgonian sea fans, and an extremely rich reef life.  
Wobbegong and bamboo sharks, pigmy sea horses and harlequin shrimps are just a few of other 
incredible creatures you will have the chance to encounter on this once in a lifetime expedition!

 THE EXPEDITION

        INFO@MANTAEXPEDITIONS.COM | WWW.MANTAEXPEDITIONS.COM 

19 - 29 January 2020(10 nights)

 5,340 USD*per person

http://www.facebook.com/MantaTrust
http://www.twitter.com/MantaTrust
http://www.youtube.com/MantaTrust
http://www.instagram.com/mantatrust


RAJA AMPAT
On this expedition, you’ll have the 
opportunity to experience and 

participate in cuttingedge conservation research to protect one of the ocean’s most 
majestic animals. Manta Trust scientists will be collecting photographic identification images 
of all mantas encountered throughout the expedition - a task that guests are welcome and 
encouraged to participate in. All new manta rays will be added to the database and guests 
will be invited to name these new mantas.

A UK registered charity, the Trust`s mission is to advance 
the worldwide conservation of manta rays and their habitat 

through robust science and research, by raising awareness and providing education, 
influence and action. The Manta Trust was formed in 2011 to co-ordinate global research 
and conservation efforts for these amazing animals, their close relatives and their habitat.

Data Collection: The Manta Trust has a number of research projects worldwide, 
incorporating population data, research on manta movements, and genetic analyses - to 
name a few - in order to better understand the general ecology of manta and mobula rays.

The 40 metre luxury S/Y Indo Siren was custom-
built from ironwood and teak and launched in 

April 2011. The 8 double or twin cabins include an in-cabin entertainment systems, private 
bathroom with hot showers, reading lights, individual climate control, cupboards, safe, 
hairdryer, towels and cotton bathrobe. The vessel has a generous outdoor dining area 
which offers a great setting for all your meals. Relax on the deck in lounge chairs, nap on 
the shaded sun deck, or treat yourself to a massage between dives. Guests can spend time 
in the indoor air conditioned lounge complete with cocktail bar. The dive deck is perhaps 
the most spacious and comfortable you will have ever experienced! The Indo Siren has 
designated indoor and outdoor workstations for charging, preparation and maintenance 
of your camera and video equipment. Meals are served buffet style and guest have access 
all day to all soft drinks & snacks. Alcohol is available for purchase, but The Indo Siren offer 
free local beer!

To reserve your place on this Indonesia Manta Expedition, please send 
an email to Niv Froman via info@mantaexpeditions.com referring 

to “Raja Ampat Manta Expedition 2020”.

Payment and booking for this Manta Expedition will be handled by our trip partners, Siren 
Fleet. Trip costs for this 10-night expedition includes transfers from Sorong, full board in 
twin or double shared accommodation, 4 dives / snorkelling excursions per day, rental of 
dive gear (except computer and torch) and Nitrox.

* Not included: National park fees and contribution to villages (130USD/pers)and crew tip.

  

  BOOKING

THE MANTA TRUST

  THE BOAT | S/Y INDO SIREN

 CITIZEN SCIENCE - GET INVOLVED!TRIP LEADER

SARAH LEWIS

With a life-long 
fascination of 
the natural 
world, Sarah 
has always 
strived to 
make a career 
learning more 
about it, and 
ultimately helping 
to conserve it. With 
this aspiration in mind, Sarah 
went on to gain a first class honours degree in 
Ecology and Conservation.

Despite nature’s many wonders Sarah has 
always been drawn to the marine rather than 
terrestrial environment and her decision to 
follow this career path was confirmed while 
studying for a year in Australia, where she 
spent most of her time diving and exploring 
Australia’s diversity of marine life. It was during 
this year, on a marine biology field trip, that 
Sarah encountered her first manta ray and was 
immediately captivated. But it wasn’t until a 
few years later when she started working as a 
research assistant for the Maldivian Manta Ray 
Project that she got the chance to study these 
incredible rays.

Realising the urgent need for manta research 
and conservation in Indonesia, Sarah founded 
the Indonesian Manta Project in 2010, and from 
her base in Bali she spends her time travelling 
throughout Indonesia with a mission to 
strengthen the understanding and protection 
of Indonesia’s manta populations.

Sarah has also worked for The British Antarctic 
Survey and the Zoological Society of London 
and has future plans to work towards a PhD 
on her research in Indonesia.

Throughout the expedition, Sarah will be 
providing lectures and informal talks on manta 
ray research and conservation. In addition, 
Sarah will conduct general presentations on 
marine biology, with a focus on the diverse and 
productive marine ecosystems of Raja Ampat.
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